In this work, we investigate if the learned encoder of the end-to-end convolutional time domain audio separation network (Conv-TasNet) is the key to its recent success, or if the encoder can just as well be replaced by a deterministic hand-crafted filterbank. Motivated by the resemblance of the trained encoder of Conv-TasNet to auditory filterbanks, we propose to employ a deterministic gammatone filterbank. In contrast to a common gammatone filterbank, our filters are restricted to 2 ms length to allow for low-latency processing. Inspired by the encoder learned by Conv-TasNet, in addition to the logarithmically spaced filters, the proposed filterbank holds multiple gammatone filters at the same center frequency with varying phase shifts. We show that replacing the learned encoder with our proposed multi-phase gammatone filterbank (MP-GTF) even leads to a scale-invariant source-to-noise ratio (SI-SNR) improvement of 0.8 dB. Furthermore, in contrast to using the learned encoder we show that the number of filters can be reduced from 512 to 128 without loss of performance.
INTRODUCTION
The introduction of end-to-end systems to the problem of monaural speech separation has led to significant performance gains in recent years. In contrast, deep learning approaches such as Deep Clustering [1] , Permutation Invariant Training (PIT) [2, 3] , Deep Attractor Networks [4] and Chimera++ [5] tackle the separation problem by transforming the input mixed speech into its Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) representation and then training a network to find an optimal multiplicative mask for each speaker in this domain. These STFT magnitude based approaches show a reasonable performance for the separation task but their performance is limited by the ideal mask calculation which typically does not include phase information.
These structural limitations are circumvented by end-to-end speech separation systems such as TasNet [6] , Conv-TasNet [7] or FurcaNext [8, 9] . These systems introduce several changes to the STFT magnitude based approaches: First, the training loss is defined in the time domain instead of the STFT domain. Secondly, this time domain training loss allows for replacing the STFT analysis and synthesis stages by learned convolutional analysis and synthesis filterbanks. As in [6] , we refer to the convolutional analysis filterbank as the encoder and the convolutional synthesis filterbank as the decoder. Thirdly, the encoder and decoder exhibit a significantly lower frame size than the STFT analysis-synthesis windows of state-ofthe-art STFT-based approaches [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . These reduced frame sizes allow for a strongly reduced algorithmic latency if the separation network does not employ look-ahead. And finally, at least for convolutional time domain audio separation network (Conv-TasNet) and FurcaNext, the separation section of the network is implemented as a temporal convolutional network with a bottleneck structure [10] instead of an architecture using Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) layers. In [7] , this modification has empirically shown to give better average results and to improve the robustness of these systems against time shifts of the input signal.
When replacing the deterministic STFT analysis-synthesis structure by a learned encoder-decoder structure, the following general question arises: Should we use a well-understood, deterministic encoder (analysis filterbank) which is based on signal processing principles and possibly motivated by perceptual features? Or should we let the network run free and find a data-driven signal encoding for the given problem all by itself? On a theoretical level, there are good arguments for both choices. Advocating for a learned encoder, we can argue that a network is in theory capable of finding a global optimal solution given that we have diverse training data that reflects all relevant variables at inference time. Advocating for a deterministic, hand-crafted encoder (such as STFT analysis or a gammatone filterbank) we can argue that a neural network might not find an optimal solution due to several reasons. First, even if we have diverse training data, our training procedure might end in a local minimum instead of a global minimum, and typically we do not have the tools to proof that our training procedure results in a global minimum. Second, in most real-world use-cases the data used for training is limited in contrast to the data seen at inference time.
In this work we propose to replace the learned encoder of the network by a deterministic gammatone filterbank motivated by auditory features. By this, we want to enlighten the discussion on learned versus deterministic signal encoding for the speech separation problem. We will furthermore show that replacing the learned encoder with our proposed multi-phase gammatone filterbank (MP-GTF) leads to an overall improvement from 15.4 dB to 16.2 dB measured in average scale-invariant source-to-noise ratio (SI-SNR) and allows to reduce the number of filters from 512 to 128 without performance loss.
We will first give an overview over our experimental framework in Section 2 and then go into details about our proposed MP-GTF for the encoder in Section 3. In Section 4 we present our results to then come to our conclusions in Section 5.
EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

Conv-TasNet
The architecture of the utilized neural network for speech separation is the Conv-TasNet architecture as presented in [7] . In Fig. 1 work and the decoder.
The encoder can be characterized as a filterbank with N filters of length L. The output signal X(n, i) ∈ R N × T /D of the n-th filter h Enc n for the mixed speech input signal x ∈ R T is calculated as
where i is the frame index, D is the frame shift and T is the length of the input signal. As described in [6, 7] , we provide the separation network a non-negative signal. Thus, we eliminate the negative values using X + (n, i) = max(0, X(n, i)).
which can be implemented by a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) layer.
To account for this potential information loss, we propose to include phase inverted filters in the deterministic filterbank in Section 3.2.
The separation network which is explained in detail in [7] remains untouched for all our experiments with the hyper-parameters set fixed as shown in Table 1 . We run the network in its non-causal configuration, use the global layer normalization method as detailed in [7] and make no use of skip-connections. At its output, the separation network provides a non-negative mask value mc(n, i) ∈ R + for the c-th speaker, all filters n ∈ {1, .., N } and all time frames i. We obtain an estimate of each speaker in the encoded domain by the multiplication
In the decoder we reconstruct the estimated time domain signal of the c-th speakerxc ∈ R T by first calculating intermediary sums for each filter weight index l and all time frames i as
and then executing the overlap-add operation aŝ
where h Dec n holds the coefficients of the n-th filter of the decoder filterbank. In [7] the coefficients of h Enc n and h Dec n are initiliazed randomly and learned at training time. In this work we propose to replace the learned coefficients with the values of a deterministic filterbank. Also note that in [7] a matrix notation is used for description of the main structural elements of Conv-TasNet which simplifies the implementation of Conv-TasNet as a neural network. The notation as presented in this work is used to highlight signal processing properties of the encoder and decoder of Conv-TasNet. 
Network configurations
For training and evaluating the network we use the WSJ0-MIX2 data set [1] which is commonly used for the speaker-independent monaural speech separation task. It consists of mixtures of two speakers mixed at power ratios in between 0 and 10 dB. The total amount of audio is roughly 20 hours in the training set, 5 hours in the validation set and 3 hours in the test set. For measuring the test set performance for a certain network configuration, we consider the training epoch where the validation set loss is minimal. The network training procedure is stopped when the validation set error has not improved within the last 10 epochs. All our experiments and evaluations are carried out at 8 kHz sample rate.
Evaluation metrics
For performance comparison of all tested configurations and for use as a training objective we use the SI-SNR [6] of a speech signal calculated as
enoise :=ŝ − starget,
SI-SNR := 10 log 10 ||starget|| 2 ||enoise|| 2
where s,ŝ ∈ R T denote the clean and the estimated speech signals, ·, · denotes the scalar product and || · || 2 denotes the signal power. For the reported test set results we average the SI-SNR improvements over all 3000 mixtures.
FILTERBANK CONFIGURATIONS
The goal of this work is to investigate if the learned filterbanks of the end-to-end system Conv-TasNet is the key to its success, or if using a well defined determinstic filterbank performs equally well or even better. We have decided to choose modified auditory gammatone filterbanks for the deterministic filterbank for multiple reasons. Most importantly, an auditory gammatone filterbank (A-GTF) resembles the signal encoding in human auditory perception. As speech is a central sound source for humans, we assume that the human auditory system provides a signal representation which allows to separate different speakers. A second reason for using auditory gammatone filterbanks is their non-linear spacing of center-frequencies, a structure that we also observe in the filterbanks learned by Conv-TasNet. In Figure 2 we plot the time domain and frequency domain representations of both the learned encoder filterbank and as well as for our proposed MP-GTF presented in Section 3.2. In the frequency representation of the learned filterbank, we can observe more filters that focus on the lower frequency regions as filters focusing on higher regions. In the following, we first present the construction of a common A-GTF as presented in [11, 12] and then describe our modifications for usage in Conv-TasNet. 1 
Auditory gammatone filterbank (A-GTF)
An A-GTF resembles the patterns of basilar membrane motion in the human auditory system. The filterbank consists of non-linearly spaced narrow-band filters γ fc with an increasing bandwidth over the filter's center frequency fc. The impulse response γ fc (t) ∈ R of a real-valued gammatone filter is given by a gamma distribution function multiplied by a sinusoidal tone according to [11] as
where fc denotes the center frequency, φ the phase shift, a the amplitude, t > 0 the time in seconds, p the filter order and b the filter bandwidth parameter. [13] states that the filter order p measured for the human auditory system is in between 3 and 5. The filter bandwidth parameter b and the center frequencies fc are commonly determined using the concept of the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB). The ERB estimates the bandwidth of the filters in the human auditory system using the simplification that each filter is a rectangular band-pass filter. The ERB has been found empirically according to [14] as the following function over the center 1 We provide Python code for construction of our proposed MP-GTF under https://github.com/sp-uhh/mp-gtf frequency fc: ERB(fc) = 24.7 + fc 9.265 .
According to (10) , the ERB and the center frequency are related in a non-linear fashion. The center frequencies of the human auditory filterbank are placed equally distant on the so called ERB scale which is derived by integrating 1/ERB(fc) across frequency [12] resulting in ERB scale (fHz) = 9.265 log(1 + fHz 24.7 × 9.265
).
where fHz denotes any frequency in common Hertz representation. A neighbouring frequency with a distance of 1 on the ERB scale is then calculated as
where ERB −1 scale (fERB) is the inverse of ERB scale (fHz) with fERB denoting a frequency represented on the ERB scale.
To construct a complete A-GTF we typically define a lowest center frequency at around 50 Hz and define an upper limit for the filter center frequencies at around 8000 Hz. By using (12) , we obtain all center frequencies of the filterbank by starting with the lowest center frequency and then iteratively going to higher frequencies until we reach the specified upper limit. For each center frequency we generate the time domain filters for the A-GTF via the impulse response function given in (9) . The bandwidth parameter for the gammatone at the center frequency fc according to [11] is set to b = ERB(fc)/1.02 and the phase is set as φ = 0. As detailed in [14] the filters are normalized by their peak value in the freqency domain by varying the amplitude parameter a in (9).
Multi-phase gammatone filterbank (MP-GTF)
To utilize a gammatone filterbank as a deterministic encoder of Conv-TasNet as described in Section 2, we propose several adaptations to the A-GTF. We name our proposed analysis filterbank for Conv-TasNet the MP-GTF.
First, to keep the implementation close to original Conv-TasNet, we truncate the infinite impulse response (9) to a short length of 2 ms which corresponds to a length of 16 samples at 8 kHz sample rate. This choice of a short filter length allows to keep the system latency low when using a causal separation network. Setting the filter order in between 3 and 5 as in the A-GTF leads to filters at low center frequencies which do not contain the peak amplitude of the impulse response (9) . For this reason, in our modified MP-GTF we use the filter order of p = 2, which shifts the amplitude peaks towards the time origin and inside the incorporated time span of the gammatone.
Our second modification of the A-GTF for use in Conv-TasNet is to reduce the frequency range of the filter bank. We only include filters that can fit a full period of the sinusoidal tone in (9) which defines 500 Hz as the lowest center frequency of our proposed filterbank. The upper range limit is set at 4000 Hz which is the Nyquist frequency for the utilized sample rate of 8000 Hz. With the same construction method as for the A-GTF and the same spacing of 1 on the ERB scale, 17 center frequencies can be fitted within this limited frequency range.
As the third adaption and to meet the non-negativity constraint for the input to the separation network of Conv-TasNet, for each filter h Enc n in the encoder, we include the negative version −h Enc n in our filterbank. Thus, we ensure that for each center frequency and each frame there is at least one filter that contains energy, if the original signal holds energy at this particular frequency. For a gammatone Table 2 . SI-SNR improvements on WSJ0-MIX2 training and test set for different configurations of the encoder and decoder of Conv-TasNet for N = 512 filters. Substituting the learned encoder by our proposed MP-GTF leads to an improvement of 0.7 dB.
Additionally replacing the decoder with the pseudo-inverse of the MP-GTF does not improve the test set performance, but reduces over-fitting of the overall network.
filter as in (9) we can obtain this negative filter by inverting the phase as φ inv = φ + π.
As the last adaptation, we propose a method to control the number of filters N in the encoder filterbank by introducing multiple filters with different phase shifts for the same center frequency. The minimum number of N based on our proposed construction is 34 due to the 17 center frequencies and the need to include the phase inverted version of each filter. If N > 34, we introduce multiple filters at each center frequency by choosing multiple values of φ. In total, we can only choose N/2 filters freely, as the other half is determined by the need for the phase inverted filters. This also implies that, based on our construction, N must be even. For a fixed center frequency fc we introduce a total number of N/2/17 phases where 17 is the number of center frequencies. As the division might hold a remainder, we distribute the remaining number of phase shifts to the lowest center frequencies. Once the number of phase shifts for a specific frequency is determined, we place the phase shifts equidistantly on the interval [0, π) with the first phase shift being 0. We construct the first half of the filters at this center frequency by inserting these different values of φ into the gammatone impulse response (9) . The other half of filters for this center frequency is generated by inserting all inverted phase shifts in the interval [π, 2π) into the gammatone impulse response (9) . In Figure 2 we plot the time and frequency domain representation of our proposed MP-GTF with N = 128.
RESULTS
In Table 2 we present the results of our experiments for different configurations of the encoder and decoder of Conv-TasNet with the number of filters fixed at N = 512. For the original configuration as in [7] we report a test set performance of 15.4 dB where [7] reports a comparable performance of 15.6 dB. When replacing the encoder with our proposed deterministic MP-GTF and the decoder with the pseudo-inverse [15] of the MP-GTF, we reach a comparable performance of 15.5 dB. Table 2 also shows that the gap between the training and the test set is reduced from 3.9 dB to 2.2 dB in this configuration which suggests that a deterministic encoder and decoder combination is less prone to over-fitting. The optimal choice in terms of overall performance is to use our proposed MP-GTF in the encoder and to use a learned decoder which results in a performance of 16.1 dB for N = 512. A small number of reruns of all configurations has shown little variance for the test set performances, so we strongly believe that the reported improvements are significant.
In Table 3 we present the average test set performance for a varying number of filters N . Similar to [7] , we found that for the original Conv-TasNet with learned filterbanks, the optimal performance is reached for N = 512 and lowering the number of filters to Table 3 . SI-SNR improvements on WSJ0-MIX2 test set for different values of the number of filters N . Here, the decoder is learned. For a learned encoder the optimal setting is at N = 512 while for our proposed filterbank we obtain optimal results with a smaller amount of filters N = 128. The gap between the two optimal configurations of learned and gammatone filterbank is 0.8 dB. N = 128 slightly decreases the performance by a value of 0.2 dB.
In contrast, when replacing the learned encoder with our proposed deterministic MP-GTF we find that we can lower the number of filters to N = 128 without performance loss resulting in the overall best model with an average SI-SNR performance of 16.2 dB.
In addition to the values presented in the tables, we carried out performance analyses based on the difference of the median fundamental frequencies of the speakers within a mixture. As we have shown in [16] , the median fundamental frequency difference is an important influencing factor to the performance of monaural speech separation systems and it is of importance to improve the performance especially for mixtures of similar speakers where the fundamental frequency difference is below 50 Hz. For our best model we were able to improve the performance in this important region of fundamental frequency difference by 1.0 dB in contrast to Conv-TasNet with a learned filterbank.
Our findings imply that for the training data and architecture used for Conv-TasNet, a deterministic filterbank is able to outperform a learned filterbank and gives better results in particular for difficult speaker pairs with similar fundamental frequencies indicating an increased robustness while at the same reducing the size of the utilized filterbanks.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have shown that for monaural speech separation based on Conv-TasNet the overall system performance can be improved by replacing the learned encoder with our proposed MP-GTF by up to 0.8 dB in average SI-SNR. Furthermore with MP-GTF as the encoder filterbank, the number of filters can be reduced from 512 to 128 filters without compromising the overall performance. With the encoder filterbank set to the proposed MP-GTF and the decoder set as its pseudo-inverse, we showed that the overall performance is similar to the fully end-to-end system while over-fitting on the training data is reduced. In future work, it should be tested if the proposed MP-GTF is beneficial also at higher sample rates than 8 kHz. The logarithmic spacing of the center frequencies suggests that increasing the sample rate by e.g. factor 2 does not increase the computational load of the filterbank by the same factor. Furthermore, it should be investigated if our findings hold for a broader range of speech processing tasks that can be tackled by neural networks such as monaural speech enhancement. And last, we suggest to investigate if our proposed encoder leads to a more robust system by testing it with a larger variety of test data than given by the WSJ0-MIX data set. As a deterministic approach seems less prone to over-fitting, we are optimistic that using the proposed MP-GTF might provide for a more robust system in real-world applications.
